
Secure Dedicated Internet Access combines network monitoring and 
firewall protection with a private, high-speed connection to increase
security and productivity for companies of all sizes. 

Secure Dedicated Internet Access

eSIM-based solutions support uninterrupted Internet access to vehicles in 
motion, without any wired infrastructure. 

Claro IoT SIM



Challenge

Today, nearly 30% of all business is conducted online. The internet has allowed organiza-
tions to grow, reach new markets, and interact with target audiences in entirely new ways. 
Both internal and external communications use the internet to power voice, video, chat, 
and collaboration platforms. But what happens when your internet connection is slow, 
fails, or is breached? 

When a business’ internet fails, the damage can be catastrophic. The average cost of 
internet slowdown and downtime for a business is $5,600 per minute, a cost that many 
businesses never recover from. Internet slowdowns and downtime are often attributed to a 
shared internet connection, which businesses most often utilize. Shared connections allow 
many businesses and users to utilize the same internet connection, sharing the bandwidth 
between them. The bandwidth is split between any number of users accessing the connec-
tion at one time. As more users connect, the bandwidth is stretched between every user, 
which can create decreases in internet speed, latency, jitter, and packet loss. The degrada-
tion of the bandwidth negatively affects employee productivity, as the bandwidth no longer 
adequately supports the platforms that enable them to complete their tasks.  

Shared internet connections increase the risk of security breaches, including viruses, 
cyber-attacks, and more. A shared internet connection removes an additional layer of 
security. Anything that a business sends that is unencrypted can be monitored by individu-
als outside of the organization; anyone can see the network traffic, unless they have a 
team in place to establish additional security protocols, which can significantly increase 
cost.

The integral role of the internet in business today means that an internet failure impacts 
multiple aspects of a business, including employee productivity, customer satisfaction, 
sales conversions, and loss of data. It is critical that organizations proactively protect their 
internet connection and operations.  

The average cost of internet slowdown and downtime for
a business is $5,600 per minute, a cost that many
businesses never recover from.
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Challenge

Providing connectivity without wired infrastructure to enable untethered Internet access 
for vehicles in motion is essential to a wide range of functions. Examples include a truck-
ing fleet tracking assets, law enforcement officers accessing databases from their patrol 
cars, or train and bus passenger using Wi-Fi on their commutes. The challenge lies in 
ensuring connectivity in different locations, as vehicles inevitably traverse different cover-
age areas and encounter dead zones with weak signals. Solutions that deploy eSIM devices 
to support cellular network-based redundancy across multiple carriers can deliver unin-
terrupted, reliable access regardless of location, and without requiring any fixed network 
infrastructure.

Scalable Network Redundancy Across Multiple Carriers
Ensures Service Across Coverage Zones
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The Solution

Claro Enterprise Solutions’ (CES) Secure Dedicated Internet Access solution combines 
robust connectivity through Dedicated Internet Access (DIA) with 24/365 network
monitoring and firewall protection, so businesses experience reliable and secure
internet access without worry.  

DIA delivers a private connection, which is only used by a single organization. The private 
connection ensures no other users or devices can access the connection.
This guarantees their bandwidth, connection speed, and upload and download speeds.   
The reliable connection ensure that employee productivity is never impacted by internet 
failures and slowdowns.  

DIA connections add a layer of security by ensuring information stays private during 
information transfers. The included firewall adds on an additional layer of prevention. 
Using 24/365 network monitoring, Secure Dedicated Internet Access guarantees the 
perimeter  of the private connection network is monitored, significantly reducing the risk 
of a security breach, including viruses, cyber-attacks, and unwanted spam. Selecting a 
joint  connectivity and security solution is cost-effective and decreases the expense and 
work load of multiple vendor management.  

Secure Dedicated Internet Access solution combines robust 
connectivity through DIA with 24/365 network
monitoring so that businesses experience reliable and 
secure internet access without the worry.
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The Solution

Our Claro IoT SIM solutions use eSIM technology to enable mobile data and device
connectivity to over 700 cellular networks worldwide. By deploying single or multiple eSIM 
devices, we deliver scalable network redundancy across multiple carriers, bandwidth 
bonding and hot failover to ensure service as vehicles pass through different coverage 
zones. Full-service, single-source connectivity links multiple carriers, devices and loca-
tions, without requiring any fixed network infrastructure. Operating in either local or 
roaming mode, solutions can be deployed separately or bundled with industrial-grade 
endpoint hardware devices that connect to cellular networks for wired LAN and WiFi 
connectivity. Embedded GPS is suitable for mobile applications.

Untethered internet access without the need for wired 
infrastructure.
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833-992-5276

www.pages.usclaro.com/secure-dedicated-internet-access 

info@usclaro.com

Benefits

The Dedicated Internet Access portion of the Secure Dedicated Internet Access
solution offers: 

› Flexible low-, medium- and high-speed connectivity and customized solution options to 
   support a range of business needs  

› Extensive coverage and convenient bandwidth options to support business growth  

› Ease of implementation and rapid deployment of upgrades to respond to changing
   business needs 

› Dedicated and reliable connection with guaranteed bandwidth 

› Full duplex connection for more efficient internet experience 

› WiFi capabilities for mobile devices 

› SD-WAN: secure tunnels and improved application performance 

CES’s Secure Dedicated Internet Access offering is supported by Network Operations Center 
(NOC) staff with dedicated service managers 24x7x365.  

The Security portion of the Secure Dedicated Internet Access solution offers: 

› Managed 24/365 Network Traffic Monitoring 

› Firewall creates additional protection against virus attacks & spyware
  
› Increased privacy
 
› Premium Unified Threat Management (UTM) Licensing   

Other services include:

› Consultative support to tailor solution according to business needs
 
› Better customer experience during Service Delivery & Assurance 
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Benefits

›  Remote eSIM configuration accesses Internet or cellular connections to provide data
    connectivity for multiple locations and bandwidths. 

› Auto-selection of best signals from multiple carriers as vehicles cross coverage areas. 

› Bandwidth aggregation of bandwidth through multiple active SIMs delivers 99.999% data
   availability and access to +700 mobile networks worldwide. 

› Optional endpoint hardware devices on customer premises provide data connectivity 
  through cellular networks and access to multiple carriers and networks. 

› Centralized contract and vendor management simplifies procurement, finance and legal
   admin; portal access provides transparency. 

› Easy to deploy solution can be implemented through either a turnkey model or via 
   integration with existing endpoint hardware. 

› Quality technical support and customer care.
 
› Flexible options range from basic single-network solutions to advanced scenarios
  requiring multiple active SIMs, bandwidth bonding, Hot Failover, WAN smoothing, VPN
  and more. 

Optional endpoint hardware devices on customer premises 
provide end-to-end connectivity.
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